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Abstrat
We study the nite temperature phase transition of four avor staggered fermions with
hyperubi fat link ations on Nt = 4 and Nt = 6 temporal latties. Our fat links are
onstruted with hyperubi bloking (HYP) and therefore are very ompat. We present
a new algorithm for simulating fermions oupled to HYP fat links. The algorithm has a
simple form based on the standard overrelaxation and heatbath updatings for the pure
gauge ation. We observe that as we inrease the smoothness of the gauge elds by
hanging the parameters of the bloking the very pronouned rst order phase transition of
the thin link ation beomes weaker and moves to physially uninteresting values of the
gauge oupling. With our smoothest HYP ation we do not nd any indiation of a phase
transition in the aessible temperature range on the Nt = 4 or 6 latties even at quark
masses lose to the physial light quark mass. We argue that the observed dierene in the
phase diagram is due to the improved avor symmetry of the smeared link ations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the nite temperature phase struture of QCD has always been at the
enter of lattie studies. Reently all eorts have been foused on two and 2+1 avor
investigations [1℄, hardly any work looked at four avor QCD [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. This is
not surprising, sine early numerial results onrmed the theoretial expetations of the
four avor QCD phase diagram and omputer resoures were quikly direted towards the
physially more interesting two and 2+1 avor ases.
Based on universality Pisarski and Wilzek argued that QCD with nf ≥ 3 massless
quark avors has a rst order hiral phase transition [9℄. At nite quark mass the n2f − 1
degenerate massive Goldstone bosons an destroy the phase transition. Above some ritial
mass value mmax one expets only a rossover. Numerial results using thin link staggered
fermions onrmed the rst order phase transition and determined the ritial endpoint on
Nt = 4, 6 and 8 latties. Sine the pure gauge SU(3) theory has a rst order deonning
phase transition, at very large quark masses one might again observe a rst order transition
but numerial simulations have not explored that region. It is only a small shadow on the
otherwise satisfying piture that the numerially observed ritial mass, mmax, does not
sale as the temporal lattie size inreases from four to six. This small imperfetion an
be explained by saling violations at large lattie spaing [7℄.
Just beause numerial simulations seemingly agree with theoretial expetations does
not mean that we have the orret physial piture. The Pisarski-Wilzek argument is
based on the SU(nf )× SU(nf ) symmetry of the fermion ation and the existene of n2f − 1
degenerate Goldstone bosons in the hirally broken phase. Staggered fermions, on the other
hand, break avor symmetry. There is only a remnant U(1) symmetry and a single true
Goldstone boson in staggered simulations. The other, would-be Goldstone bosons are
massive pseudosalar partiles even at vanishing quark mass. The full hiral symmetry is
reovered only in the ontinuum limit. At the lattie spaing orresponding toNt = 4 ritial
temperature the avor symmetry violation of the thin link staggered ation is substantial,
the Pisarski-Wilzek senario is not appliable.
Chiral symmetry breaking in QCD is losely related to the topologial struture of the
vauum. Reently it was shown that the topologial suseptibility measured on two- or
four-avor thin link staggered fermion ongurations at lattie spaing a ≃ 0.17 fm does not
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follow the theoretially predited hiral behavior at small quark masses [10℄. Rather, the
topologial suseptibility appears to be onsistent with the quenhed value independently
of the quark mass, implying that the thin link staggered fermions at that lattie spaing do
not at like two or four degenerate avors. The orresponding vauum, at least regarding
instantons, is loser to the quenhed than to the dynamial vauum. One has to redue
the lattie spaing to a ≃ 0.1 fm to get aeptable, though still slightly high, values for the
topologial suseptibility. If instantons are responsible for hiral symmetry breaking, the
hiral nite temperature phase transition should show similar lattie artifats. The ritial
temperature of the hiral restoring phase transition is expeted to be Tc ≃ 150 − 170MeV
[8℄. A lattie spaing a ≃ 0.17 fm then orresponds to a ritial system with temporal lattie
extension Nt = 1/(Ta) ≃ 7 − 8, a lattie spaing a ≃ 0.1 fm orresponds to a system with
Nt ≃ 12−14. Therefore, if the indiations from topology apply to the hiral phase transition,
one has to use very large latties, Nt > 8, to study the nite temperature phase transition
with thin link staggered fermions.
There is no strong dependene on the number of fermion avors in the above argument,
assuming that the ritial temperature does not depend strongly on nf . Instanton model
alulations indiate that this might not be the ase. Results obtained using the Interating
Instanton Liquid Model (IILM) suggests a strong avor dependene [11, 12℄. For nf = 2
avors the model predits a seond order transition at Tc ≈ 150MeV in the hiral limit and
only rossover at nite quark mass. With nf = 3 avors the hiral transition beomes rst
order and it ours at onsiderably lower temperatures, Tc ≈ 100MeV. With nf = 5 avors
the IILM predits that there is no spontaneously broken phase in the massless hiral limit,
that phase exists only at non-vanishing quark mass values. The nf = 4 ase appears to be
borderline. If a non-zero hiral ondensate exists, it is very small and ours only at very low
temperatures. These onsiderations indiate that in order to reprodue the physial phase
diagram on the lattie the instanton ontent of the vauum should be orretly reprodued
by the lattie ation.
Flavor symmetry an be onsiderably improved by oupling the fermions to fat links
[13, 14, 15℄. Improved avor symmetry leads to improved topology. The rst results of Ref.
[10℄ indiate that fat link ations an reprodue the quark mass dependene of the topologial
suseptibility even at lattie spaing a ≃ 0.17 fm. It is possible that even oarser latties
an be used with fat link fermions though it is unlikely that a muh larger lattie spaing is
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allowed beause instantons fall through the lattie when their radius ρ is omparable to the
lattie spaing, ρ/a ≃ 1. Sine the average instanton radius is ρ ≃ 0.3 fm, ongurations
with a ≥ 0.3 fm will not have orret hiral behavior. Beause of that dynamial latties
with temporal extension Nt = 4 are probably too oarse to reprodue the orret ontinuum
hiral behavior even with hiral fermions, Nt = 6 − 8 might be aeptable with hiral or
almost hiral fermions.
In a reent publiation we proposed an algorithm to simulate dynamial fat link ations
[15℄. In this paper we use a modied version of that method to study the phase diagram of
four avor staggered fermions on Nt = 4 and Nt = 6 temporal latties. We use a new type
of fat link ation reated with a hyperubi blok (HYP) transformation [16℄. The HYP
bloking mixes gauge links within hyperubes attahed to the original link only so that
lattie artifats due to extended smearing are minimized. The HYP fat links are so ompat
that the stati potential is indistinguishable from the thin link one at distanes r/a ≥ 2,
yet avor symmetry with staggered quarks is improved by about an order of magnitude.
Our results for the nite temperature phase diagram with HYP staggered fermions deviate
signiantly from the thin link ation preditions. At Nt = 4 and onstant physial quark
mass values the strongly rst order phase transition observed with thin links weakens and
moves deep into the strong oupling region as fattening is introdued. It appears that the
Nt = 4 rst order phase transition with thin link staggered fermions is more a lattie artifat
than a physial phase transition. With our smoothest HYP ation we do not see any sign of
a rst order phase transition even at quark masses omparable to the physial light quark
mass, neither on Nt = 4 nor on Nt = 6 latties. Beause of the large lattie spaing at
Nt = 4 even a hirally symmetri ation might not be reliable but the Nt = 6 results should
be loser to the ontinuum behavior. We believe that the observed dierene between the
HYP and thin link ations is due to the 15 near-degenerate Goldstone bosons of the fat link
HYP ation whih an hange the phase diagram.
There are several groups doing alulations using dynamial fat link ations though with
fat links that are less smooth than the HYP fat links [17, 18℄. Unfortunately they did
not publish results about the nite temperature phase transition with four avors or on
the topologial suseptibility with either two or four avors using fat link ations. We feel
that the topologial suseptibility is one of the best indiators to distinguish quenhed and
dynamial ongurations and verify the eet of the sea quarks on the vauum. Sine Ref.
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[10℄ has only preliminary results using a dierent fat link ation than onsidered here, we are
presently investigating the topologial suseptibility of the HYP ation at dierent lattie
spaings and quark masses. Early results show onsisteny with the theoretially predited
hiral behavior at a lattie spaing a ≃ 0.17 fm and at a quark mass orresponding to
a Goldstone pion mass mGr0 ≃ 2.0 . Detailed results will be presented in a forthoming
publiation [19℄.
This artile is organized as follows. In Set. 2 we present our new algorithm to simulate
fat link ations. It is based on the standard overrelaxation and heatbath updatings for the
pure gauge ation. We desribe the ations used in this study and the performane of the
algorithm. In Set. 3 we present our nite temperature results for four avors of staggered
fermions. We show how the phase diagram at Nt = 4 is hanged by smoothing the gauge
elds. With our smoothest HYP ation we study the phase diagram when the quark mass
is lowered and the spatial volume is inreased. We also simulate the HYP ation on ner
latties at Nt = 6. There is no sign of a rst order phase transition even with very light
quarks in the physially relevant oupling range. In Set. 4 we onlude with a summary.
II. SIMULATIONS
A. Algorithm
Dynamial simulations of fat link ations are diult beause the fermions ouple to a
ompliated, extended, and, in ase of projeted fat links, non-linear ombination of the
gauge links. In [15℄ we onsidered fat links reated by several levels of projeted APE
bloking. We introdued an auxiliary gauge eld for eah bloking level and oupled the
fermions to the last level of auxiliary gauge elds.
In this artile we present a new ation that has no auxiliary gauge elds and an be
simulated in a simpler way. Our new fat link ation is
S = −β
3
∑
p
ReTr(Up)− tr ln[M †(V )M(V )] , (1)
where Up is the plaquette produt of the thin gauge links Ui,µ,M is the fermioni matrix and
Vi,µ is the fat link that ouples to the fermions. We denote by Tr the trae over SU(3) olor
whereas tr means the trae over spae-time indies i, diretions µ, spin and olor. If the fat
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links are onstruted in a deterministi way from the thin gauge elds, they are no longer
dynamial variables and an ergodi update of the U elds will orretly simulate the system.
Fat links an even be onstruted by iterating the blok transformation several times and
projeting bak onto SU(3) after eah bloking step. The general algorithm to simulate the
ation of eq(1) is based on a two-step deomposition of the ation. First, a subset of the
thin links are updated with the standard miroanonial overrelaxation [20, 21℄ or Cabibbo-
Marinari heatbath [22℄ algorithms for the pure gauge ation SG(U) = −β3
∑
pReTr(Up).
Next, the deterministially onstruted fat links are updated and this hange is aepted
with probability
Pacc(V
′, V ) = min {1, exp[−SF (V ′) + SF (V )]} , (2)
where V ′ denotes the new fat link onguration and SF (V ) = −tr ln[M †(V )M(V )] is the
fermioni ation. The sequene of thin link updates must be arefully hosen to satisfy
detailed balane with respet to the pure gauge ation SG. The proof that this algorithm
satises detailed balane with respet to the full ation S = SG + SF follows losely the
proof given in [23℄ for a similar two-step deomposition of the ation.
In the pratial implementation of the algorithm we hoose the subset of thin links to be
updated dierently for the overrelaxation and for the heatbath steps. For the overrelaxation
we reet all the links within some nite blok of the lattie. The loation of the blok
is hosen randomly but its dimensions are xed. We hoose with probability 1/2 a given
sequene of reetions within this blok or with equal probability the reversed sequene. The
sequene has to be reversed with respet to the diretion and loation of the thin links and
with respet to the index of the SU(2) subgroup used in the reetion step. For the heatbath
we hoose the subset of thin links randomly, i.e. we hoose a random diretion, a random
parity, a set of random sites and a random sequene of SU(2) subgroups. The probability
of generating a given sequene of thin link updates or the reversed sequene is then the
same, both for overrelaxation and heatbath. From this it follows that detailed balane with
respet to the pure gauge ation SG is satised for both updatings. We hose to update
a ontiguous blok of links with overrelaxation in order to propagate a hange through (a
portion of) the lattie. We observed that a random sequene of overrelaxed reetions is
less eient, espeially for hanging the topologial harge of the ongurations. This an
be understood by thinking of instantons as extended objets. One has to hange an entire
region of the lattie to destroy or to reate them.
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The aeptane probability eq(2) ontains the ratio of fermioni determinants
det[M †(V ′)M(V ′)]/ det[M †(V )M(V )] whih we evaluate by the same method as desribed
in [15℄. To make this artile self-ontained we summarize the steps in the following. First,
we remove the most ultraviolet part of the fermion matrix by deomposing it as
M(V ) = Mr(V )A(V ) with (3)
A(V ) = exp
[
α4D
4(V ) + α2D
2(V )
]
, (4)
where D is the kineti part of the fermion matrix and the parameters α4 and α2 are arbitrary
but real. This way we ahieve that an eetive gauge ation
Seff(V ) = −2α4Re tr[D4(V )]− 2α2Re tr[D2(V )] (5)
is removed from the determinant. The aeptane probability eq(2) an be approximated
by the stohasti estimator
P ′acc(V
′, V ) = min
{
1, exp
{
Seff(V )− Seff (V ′) + ξ†
[
M †r (V
′)Mr(V
′)−M †r (V )Mr(V )
]
ξ
}}
,
(6)
where the vetor ξ is generated aording to the probability distribution
P (ξ) ∝ exp
{
−ξ†M †r (V ′)Mr(V ′)ξ
}
. (7)
The parameters α2 and α4 an be optimized to maximize the aeptane rate. We keep the
same hoie α2 = −0.18 and α4 = −0.006 as in [15℄.
B. Ations
In this study of the QCD thermodynamis we use four avors of staggered fermions and
ompare results obtained with three dierent fermioni ations. Besides the standard ation
with thin link gauge onnetions, we simulate two fat link ations of the form eq(1): the
APE1 ation and the HYP1 ation. The simple form of the ation and of the algorithm
based on overrelaxation and heatbath updatings with respet to the gauge ation allows us
to simulate fat link ation with any fattening proedure. No further improvement of the
gauge and fermioni ations is used here.
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Ation/δ2(pi) Thin APE1 HYP1
pii,5 0.594(25) 0.212(22) 0.086(14)
pii,j 0.72(6) 0.35(5) 0.150(24)
Table I: The parameter δ2 measuring avor symmetry violations as omputed in the quenhed
approximation at β = 5.7 for the dierent quark ations that we use in this study.
In the APE1 ation the fat links are onstruted using only one level of APE smearing
with APE parameter α = 0.7 [24℄. The fat link is dened as
Vi,µ = ProjSU(3)[(1− α)Ui,µ + α
6
∑
±ν 6=µ
Ui,νUi+νˆ,µU
†
i+µˆ,ν] , (8)
where the projetion onto SU(3) is deterministi. In the HYP1 ation the fat links are
onstruted using one level of hyperubi (HYP) bloking and we refer to Ref. [16℄ for the
preise denition and the parameter hoie of the HYP fattening. The HYP fat links mix
thin links within the hyperubes attahed to the original link only. The artifats due to
extended smearing, e.g. in the stati potential at short distanes, are minimized with the
HYP bloking. At the same time the improvement of hiral or avor symmetry is substantial.
In [16℄ it has also been demonstrated that one level of HYP bloking remains eetive as the
lattie spaing is dereased. Finally, the APE smearing an be onsidered as a partiular
hoie of the parameters of the HYP smearing.
To ompare the avor symmetry violations of the standard, APE1 and HYP1 ations we
alulated the quenhed pion spetrum on an ensemble of β = 5.7, 83 × 24 pure gauge on-
gurations with lattie spaing a ≃ 0.17 fm. As we demonstrated in [15℄ the quenhed result
is a good indiation of the dynamial avor symmetry violations. We use the parameter [13℄
δ2 =
m2π −m2G
m2ρ −m2G
(9)
at mπ/mρ = 0.55 to quantify the dierene between the mass of the true Goldstone pion
mG and the mass of the pseudosalar partiles (or pions) mπ. The results are summarized
in table I. We ompute the parameter δ2 for the two lightest non-Goldstone pions, pii,5
with avor struture γiγ5, and pii,j with avor struture γiγj. For a avor symmetri ation
δ2 = 0. The avor symmetry violation of the thin link ation is redued by a fator 3 with
the APE1 ation and by a fator 6 with the HYP1 ation at this lattie spaing.
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Figure 1: The mass renormalization in the quenhed approximation at β = 5.7 for dierent quark
ations. The APE3 ation is the fat link ation of Ref. [15℄. The three lowest quark mass values
with thin link ation are from Ref. [25℄.
In gure 1 we plot the square of the Goldstone pion mass mG in units of the Sommer
sale r0 [26℄ as funtion of the bare quark mass amq. In addition to the three valene ations
used in this study we plot the data for the APE3 ation (3 levels of APE smearing with
α = 0.7 and projetion parameter λ = 500) of Ref. [15℄. The data for the three lowest quark
masses with thin link ation ome from Ref. [25℄ and are obtained on β = 5.7, 163 × 32
latties. The mass renormalization after one level of HYP bloking is the same as after 3
levels of APE bloking. We will use these quenhed results to approximately math the
physial quark masses between dynamial simulations of four avors of HYP and thin link
staggered fermions.
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C. Performane
We would like to ompare the performane of the algorithm desribed in setion IIA
for the simulation of the HYP1 ation with the standard HMC algorithm for the thin link
ation. We would like to emphasize that the implementation of the algorithm for the HYP1
ation is very simple and an be easily parallelized. We also optimized our parallelized ode
reduing onsiderably the simulation time ost.
On 83 × 24 latties we simulated the HYP1 ation with gauge oupling β = 5.2 and
quark mass amq = 0.1. An approximate mathing of the lattie spaing and the physial
quark mass an be ahieved by simulating the thin link ation with parameters β = 5.2 and
amq = 0.06. In an attempt to make a reliable omparison of the time osts, we estimated the
autoorrelation times for simple observables like the plaquette and the hiral ondensate <
ψψ >. We found that measurements with thin link ation separated by one HMC trajetory
of unit time length have omparable autoorrelations as measurements with HYP1 ation
separated by 160 overrelaxation steps and 80 heatbath steps. Eah overrelaxation step
updates a blok of 128 links, eah heatbath step updates 200 links with an aeptane of
about 20% for both updatings. In these physial time units the simulation of the HYP1
ation is a fator of 7 more expensive than the thin link ation.
Interestingly neither the heatbath nor the overrelaxation algorithm looses eieny as
the quark mass is lowered. With a ombination of the two updates one an easily simulate
systems at very small quark masses that would be impratial if not impossible to simulate
with standard fermioni algorithms. We simulated on 83 × 24 latties the HYP1 ation
with parameters β = 5.2, amq = 0.04 and the thin link ation with parameters β = 5.2,
amq = 0.024, with approximately mathed physial quark masses. The time osts are now
only a fator 3 higher for the HYP1 ation as ompared to the thin link ation, due to
the onsiderable inrease of onjugate gradient steps needed in the inversion of the fermion
matrix with thin links.
At a xed lattie spaing the neessary number of overrelaxation and heatbath updating
steps between independent ongurations sales with the volume. Sine eah updating
requires the evaluation of the fermioni ation, this gives a volume square dependene for
the ost of the algorithm. On the other hand the number of links that an be updated
with the overrelaxation or heatbath algorithms sales with the lattie spaing, the neessary
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number of updating steps for a xed physial volume is independent of the lattie spaing.
We simulated the HYP1 ation on temporal latties with Nt = 4 and Nt = 6 time extensions.
The hange in lattie spaing orresponds to about a fator of 5 hange in lattie volumes.
At present we annot math the physial sales between the Nt = 4 and Nt = 6 simulations.
Nevertheless, omparing temperature regions where similar hanges in the observables our
(e.g. the region where the hiral ondensate starts inreasing as the temperature is lowered)
we notie that we an update about 5 times as many links on the Nt = 6 latties than on
the Nt = 4 latties. This indiates that the physial volume of the updated region remains
onstant as the ontinuum limit is approahed.
III. FINITE TEMPERATURE RESULTS
In this nite temperature study we performed simulations at Nt = 4 on 8
3 × 4, 103 × 4
and 163 × 4 latties and at Nt = 6 on 163 × 6 latties. At Nt = 4 we onsidered both the
APE1 and HYP1 ations and we will ompare our results to thin link simulations. We used
the data from quenhed spetrosopy simulations shown in gure 1 to math approximately
the quark masses of the dierent ations. The bare mass values used in our simulations are
listed in table II. At the lowest quark mass value we simulated only the HYP1 ation as
it beame omputationally very demanding to simulate both the thin and APE1 ations.
At Nt = 6 we simulated only the HYP1 ation with a mass that orresponds to the lowest
mass at Nt = 4. To get a feeling for the physial value of the masses, assuming a ritial
temperature Tc ≃ 150 − 170MeV for four avor QCD [8℄ and using Z = 1 for the mass
renormalization fator we estimate that the lowest quark mass simulations orresponds to
mq ≃ 6 − 7MeV. Even though this estimate an easily have a fator of two to four error,
this value is still very lose to the physial light mass values.
The observables that we measure in our simulations are the average Polyakov loop
L =
1
N3s
∑
~n
Tr
Nt−1∏
t=0
U(~n,t),0 , (10)
the hiral ondensate
ψψ =
1
N3sNt
trM−1(V ) ≃ 1
10N3sNt
10∑
i=1
R†iM
−1(V )Ri (11)
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Ation/Set Thin APE1 HYP1 Ns
Set 1 (Nt = 4) 0.06 0.08 0.1 8
Set 2 (Nt = 4) 0.024 (0.032) 0.04 8, 10
Set 3 (Nt = 4) (0.006) (0.008) 0.01 8, 10, 16
Set 3 (Nt = 6) (0.004) (0.0053) 0.0067 16
Table II: The bare quark mass values amq for the dierent ations that orrespond to approximately
the same physial mass. An entry in parenthesis indiates that we did not simulate that ation in
the data set. In the last olumn we list the spatial extension Ns of the latties in our simulations.
Figure 2: Thin link ation simulated on 83 × 4 latties at quark mass amq = 0.06 (Set 1 in table
II). The real part of the Polyakov line and the hiral ondensate < ψ¯ψ > are plotted as a funtion
of β.
whih we evaluate using 10 Gaussian random vetors Ri per onguration and the dison-
neted hiral suseptibility
χψ¯ψ, disc =
nf
16
N3sNt(< (ψ¯ψ)
2 > − < ψ¯ψ >2).
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Figure 3: APE1 ation simulated on 83 × 4 latties at quark mass amq = 0.08 (Set 1 in table II).
The real part of the Polyakov line and the hiral ondensate < ψ¯ψ > are plotted as a funtion of
β.
Figure 4: HYP1 ation simulated on 83 × 4 latties at quark mass amq = 0.1 (Set 1 in table II).
The real part of the Polyakov line and the hiral ondensate < ψ¯ψ > are plotted as a funtion of
β. Dotted symbols indiate data points where the lattie spaing is too large to expet ontinuum
like behavior.
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Ation β amq r0/a
√
σa a [fm℄ ∆π mG/mρ
HYP1 5.0 0.1 - 0.51(3) 0.23(2) 0.144(6) 0.66(2)
HYP1 5.2 0.1 3.03(4) 0.37(1) 0.16 0.057(6) 0.719(8)
thin 5.2 0.06 2.85(2) 0.40(1) 0.18 0.63(3) 0.56(2)
Table III: Physial sale and avor symmetry violation of the dynamial HYP1 ation. For om-
parison we list the orresponding values for the thin link ation whose bare parameters are hosen
to approximately math the physial sale and Goldstone pion mass of the β = 5.2, amq = 0.1
HYP1 simulations.
A. Phase struture and avor symmetry
Let us look rst at the largest mass set, Set 1 in table II. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the
real part of the Polyakov line and < ψ¯ψ > for the three ations on 83× 4 latties. The thin
link ation shows a pronouned disontinuity at β ≃ 5.1. The jump in the Polyakov line
is about 0.4, in < ψ¯ψ > about 0.2. The APE1 ation also gives indiation of a rst order
phase transition at β ≃ 4.85 but the disontinuity of the Polyakov line is only about 0.2, of
< ψ¯ψ > about 0.1. Also, the disontinuity is at a lower β value with respet to the thin link
ation. Although we do not have a sale determination for the APE1 ation, it is unlikely
that the physial value of the phase transition temperature is unhanged. As gure 4 shows
the disontinuity ompletely disappears with the HYP1 ation. Both the deonnement
and hiral order parameters hange smoothly from the low to the high temperature phase.
Moreover the suseptibility χψ¯ψ, disc does not show a peak as a funtion of the oupling β in
the investigated range.
The observation that the phase transition weakens as the gauge onnetions between
fermions beome smoother and eventually disappears for our smoothest HYP1 ation is a
strong indiation that the phase transition of the thin link ation is a lattie artifat. To
support this further we determined the physial sale of the HYP1 ation at two oupling
values, β = 5.0 and β = 5.2, with mass amq = 0.1 on 8
3 × 24 latties. On the same
ongurations we also measured the meson spetrum. Our results are summarized in table
III where we list the values for the Sommer sale r0/a, the string tension a
√
σ, the relative
mass splitting ∆π = (mπ −mG)/mG between the lightest non-Goldstone pion pii,5 and the
Goldstone pion G and the pion to rho mass ratio. At β = 5.0 the violations of rotational
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symmetry in the stati potential are substantial and we were not able to determine reliably
r0/a. We ould obtain a value for the string tension though from whih we get the lattie
spaing quoted in table III. At β = 5.2 both quantities r0/a and a
√
σ give a onsistent
value for the lattie spaing. For omparison in table III we also give the orresponding
values for the thin link ation at β = 5.2, amq = 0.06. This quark mass value orresponds
approximately to the amq = 0.1 HYP bare mass. As the results in table III show the sale
of the HYP and thin link ations are fairly lose at the same gauge oupling one the bare
quark mass values are mathed.
Again, we see that the avor symmetry restoration predited by quenhed simulations
agrees with the dynamial results. The quenhed study of Ref. [16℄ predited, at a lattie
spaing a ≃ 0.17 fm, a mass splitting ∆π = 0.049(8) with the HYP1 valene ation at
amq = 0.1. As table III shows the dynamial simulations onrm this result. Flavor
symmetry with the HYP1 ation is an order of magnitude better than with the thin link
ation.
The lattie spaing of the HYP ation at β = 5.0, amq = 0.1 is already 0.23fm, 1.4 times
larger than the lattie spaing at β = 5.2, amq = 0.1. Naive saling implies that the lattie
spaing is above a = 0.3fm at β = 4.8. Considering even lower β values does not make
muh sense physially. One the lattie spaing is omparable or larger than the typial
instantons on the onguration one annot expet to see ontinuum like hiral behavior. We
used dotted symbols in gure 4 to plot the β < 4.8 results to indiate that those data points
are not likely to show ontinuum behavior.
B. The phase diagram with the HYP ation
The HYP1 ation shows only a rossover with amq = 0.1 quark mass. This might not be
that surprising if we look at the endpoints of the rst order phase transition lines for the
thin link ation quoted in [7℄. At Nt = 4, ammax ≃ 0.073 while at Nt = 6, ammax ≃ 0.021,
showing a substantial sale breaking. The physial mass of Set 1 is lower than mmax at
Nt = 4 but larger than mmax one would predit from the Nt = 6 simulations assuming
saling.
In this setion we onsider the HYP1 ation at smaller quark masses to see if we an
nd a rst oder phase transition. The quark mass of Set 2 is, in physial units, below the
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Figure 5: HYP1 ation simulated on 83 × 4 latties at quark mass amq = 0.04 (Set 2 in table II).
The real part of the Polyakov line and the hiral ondensate < ψ¯ψ > are plotted as a funtion of
β. Dotted symbols indiate data points where the lattie spaing is too large to expet ontinuum
like behavior.
Figure 6: HYP1 ation simulated on 83×4 (rosses), 103×4(diamonds) and 163×4 (lled otagons)
latties at quark mass amq = 0.01 (Set 3 in table II). The real part of the Polyakov line and the
hiral ondensate < ψ¯ψ > are plotted as a funtion of β. Dotted symbols indiate data points
where the lattie spaing is too large to expet ontinuum like behavior.
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observed endpoint mmax of the Nt = 6 thin link transition. Numerial results for the thin
link ation at amq = 0.024 on 8
3 × 4 latties show a strong rst order phase transition. Yet
the results with the HYP1 ation on 83 × 4 latties plotted in gure 5 show only a very
broad rossover.
Looking for the phase transition signal we simulated the HYP1 ation at the even lower
quark mass of Set 3, amq = 0.01. At this low value of the quark mass nite volume eets
ould be important. For example the rst order phase transition observed with the thin link
ation at Nt = 6 on 16
3 × 6 latties at a quark mass amq = 0.01 in Ref. [6℄ washes away
if we repeat the simulations on 83 × 6 latties. To make sure that our results are not due
to nite size eets we simulated the HYP1 ation at quark mass amq = 0.01 on 8
3 × 4,
103×4 and 163×4 latties. The results are shown in gure 6. There is no sign of signiant
deviations as the spatial volume is inreased by a fator of eight and the phase diagram
shows a very broad rossover. We onlude that there is no signal for a rst order phase
transition at Nt = 4 for quark masses down to approximately the physial light quark mass
in the physially relevant gauge oupling range.
Sine we found no sign of a phase transition, only a gradual hange in the Polyakov loop
and hiral ondensate expetation values, one might wonder if we found a hirally broken
phase at all. To study this question we onsider the hiral ondensate at xed gauge oupling
as the funtion of the bare quark mass. For small quark mass the ondensate is expeted
to be linear in the mass suggesting to look at the quantity < ψ¯ψ > /mq as the funtion of
1/mq
< ψ¯ψ >
mq
=
Σ
mq
+ c (12)
where Σ is the value of the ondensate extrapolated to zero quark mass. Figure 7 shows the
possible situations one might enounter. The solid line in the gure separates the hirally
broken (low temperature) and hirally symmetri (high temperature) phases. This line
ould desribe a phase transition or only a rossover. The points at temperature T3 are
in the hirally symmetri phase, Σ =< ψ¯ψ > |mq=0 = 0, the linear form of eq.(12) should
predit a onstant value for < ψ¯ψ > /mq. The points at T1 are all in the hirally broken
phase, Σ is nite and positive, eq.(12) should predit a linear dependene for < ψ¯ψ > /mq
with a positive slope. The ase at T2 is more ompliated. The points below the solid line
(open symbols) are in the hirally symmetri phase and should behave the same as the open
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Figure 7: A shemati phase diagram in the temperature - quark mass plane. Open symbols are
in the hirally symmetri, lled symbols are in the hirally broken phase. The solid line represents
the phase transition or rossover between the phases.
symbol points at T3 giving Σ = 0 in the extrapolation. The points above the solid line (lled
symbols) are in the hirally broken phase and the linear form eq.(12) should desribe the
mass dependene in the hirally broken phase with a positive ondensate at the transition
point. The quantity Σ in eq.(12) however is not this quantity but its linearly extrapolated
value to zero quark mass. Σ ould therefore take any value, even negative ones, if at the
transition point the ondensate is small or the quark mass is large.
We have analyzed the hiral ondensate on the 83×4 ongurations aording to eq.(12).
In addition to the quark mass values we presented above we simulated the system at a few
additional ones to make the extrapolation meaningful. Figure 8 shows < ψ¯ψ > /amq as
the funtion of 1/amq at β = 4.8 , β = 4.9 and β = 5.0. These β values orrespond to the
situations desribed at T2, T2 and T1, respetively, in gure 7. For easier identiation we
have used the same symbols in the two gures. At β = 4.8 and 4.9 the slope Σ is negative
for amq ≥ 0.025(0.03), and Σ is onsistent with zero for amq < 0.025(0.03) indiating that
there is a phase boundary separating the hirally broken and symmetri phases around
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Figure 8: < ψ¯ψ > /mq as the funtion of 1/mq at β = 4.8, β = 4.9 and β = 5.0. All data are on
834 latties.
amq ≈ 0.025(0.03). We have found negative Σ slope at all β ≤ 4.9 oupling though the
errors at β ≤ 4.7 are too large to distinguish Σ from zero. At β = 5.0 all data points
are onsistent with a vanishing slope, Σ = 0, suggesting that all points are in the hirally
symmetri phase. We have found similar behavior for β ≥ 5.0. These observations suggest
that the simulations have found the hirally broken phase with all investigated quark mass
values. They also suggest that the hiral ondensate at the rossover is small and that the
hiral amq = 0 phase transition, if exists, is at a fairly low β value on Nt = 4 latties. These
results are onsistent with the interating instanton liquid model preditions [11, 12℄ but
not with the thin link ation lattie results.
In order to understand the phase struture of four avor fermions it would be important
to determine the temperature at the amq = 0 phase transition point and loate the phase
transition line at nite quark mass. This, however, should not be done on Nt = 4 latties.
As we pointed out in the introdution, simulations at Nt = 4 might be questionable even
with hirally symmetri ations beause the lattie spaing is too large to support the orret
topologial struture of the vauum. Furthermore, dereasing the quark mass while staying
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Figure 9: HYP1 ation simulated on 163 × 6 latties at quark mass amq = 0.0067 (Set 3 in table
II). The real part of the Polyakov line and the hiral ondensate < ψ¯ψ > are plotted as a funtion
of β.
at Nt = 4 makes avor symmetry violations larger even with the HYP1 ation. We believe
that the disappearane of the rst order phase transition is due to the improved avor
symmetry of the HYP1 ation. These onsiderations indiate that we have to onsider
latties with Nt ≥ 6 temporal extension.
In gure 9 we show our rst results for Nt = 6 thermodynamis with HYP1 ation on
163×6 latties at a quark mass amq = 0.0067. This mass mathes approximately the lightest
quark mass of Set 3 at Nt = 4. The ritial region, whih we identify as the region where
< ψ¯ψ > starts inreasing and where the autoorrelation times are the largest, moves to
higher β values than at Nt = 4. Again, there is no sign of a rst order phase transition, the
Polyakov line and the hiral ondensate are smooth, indiating a rossover as observed at
Nt = 4. The suseptibility χψ¯ψ, disc does not show any peak in the investigated range. With
a shift ∆β ≈ 0.2 the suseptibility agrees with the one obtained on the Nt = 4 latties. Also
the hiral ondensate normalized by the quark mass, < ψ¯ψ > /mq mathes the Nt = 4,
amq = 0.01 data if the gauge oupling is shifted by ∆β = 0.2. This shift in the gauge
oupling for a sale hange of
6
4
= 1.5 is onsistent with what we observed between the
β = 5.0 and β = 5.2, amq = 0.1 zero temperature simulations.
Our Nt = 6 results are only preliminary. Obviously the simulations should be repeated at
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dierent quark mass values in order to do the extrapolation aording to eq. (12) but that
is beyond the sope of this paper. Our goal here was to demonstrate the striking dierene
between the thin link and HYP ations.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper we studied the nite temperature phase diagram of four avor fat link
staggered fermion ations on latties with Nt = 4 and Nt = 6 temporal extents. We used a
new smearing, the hyperubi bloking (HYP), for the fat links. Hyperubi bloking mixes
the gauge links only within hyperubes attahed to the original link minimizing thereby the
lattie artifats arising from extended smearing. The ation with one level of hyperubi
bloking (HYP1) onsiderably redues the avor symmetry breaking of the standard thin
link ation but does not hange the loal properties of the gauge elds beyond distanes
r/a ≥ 2. We presented a new algorithm for simulating the HYP1 ation. This algorithm is
very simple beause it is based on the overrelaxation and heatbath algorithms for the pure
gauge ation. It is eient as the quark mass is lowered allowing simulations whih would
be impratial with thin link ation.
We found that improved avor symmetry, presumably the presene of 15 near-degenerate
Goldstone bosons, hanges the nite temperature phase diagram of four avor QCD. Our
simulations with the HYP1 ation do not show any sign of a rst order phase transition
even at physial quark masses of a few MeV. We found indiations for a broad rossover-
like transition between the hirally broken and symmetri phases. The phase transition
temperature at zero quark mass is too small and annot be identied on Nt = 4 latties
even with hirally improved ations.
Our algorithm to simulate the HYP1 ation an be generalized to arbitrary number of
avors by using a polynomial approximation for the fermioni ation [19℄.
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